A distributed network of 24/7-accessible vending machines strategically located in the Canton of Neuchâtel
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**Next steps**
1. **What are you going to do in next 6 months**
   Construction of the first ConnectyBox to be installed near the Funambule of the Neuchâtel train station, which will be tested with the digital platform for 6 months. Search for other locations for future ConnectyBoxes

2. **HR needed after the training**
   4 people will be hired: (i) coordinator, (ii) user support, (iii) marketing/new customers acquisition and (iv) cleaning/maintenance of the boxes

3. **What kind of support that you are looking for**
   Fundraising

**1. Who are your clients?**
On the one hand, committed consumers who are looking for quality local products and who would like to support the local economy, but do not have the time/means to do so. On the other hand, producers and artisans who are willing to connect with these consumers

**2. How do you make money?**
Our partners agree to pay (i) a fee for the first year that gives them exclusivity on the use of the nearest ConnectyBox, (ii) a monthly subscription to the platform and (iii) a commission on sales. Partnerships will also be established with SMEs/Multinationals based in Neuchâtel to create baskets for special events

**3. What gives you credibility?**
We seek to directly connect local producers/artisans with consumers, without acting as intermediaries. Our goal is to support a local short-circuit economy that can benefit all the participants of the territory and encourage the creation of a community

Be part of our community!
Be local, be cool 😊

Is accessibility, time or language a barrier for you to consume or sell local products?

If you are looking for an innovative way to overcome these limits and support the local economy, we have the perfect solution for you: a short-circuit distribution system (ConnectyBox) of local products, accessible 24/7 through a digital platform.
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